
US yield curve and Spread
Group 4



Yield Curve

Factors affecting valuation:

● Short end=> Short term interest rate set by the 
FED 

● Long end => investors expectations and 
confidence for the future economy. Positive 
correlation between yield and inflation.

 2 Year Bond- Central bank policies and policy 
expectations.

10 Year Bond- Economic outlook i.e. inflation 
expectations, predicted GDP, ect...

Spread is the interest rate differential between bonds

● US treasuries = safe haven as 
considered safest, most liquid financial 
asset

● 10yr Government bond yield is risk free 
rate

● Inverse relationship between yield bond 
price



Inversion

Historical patterns would lead us to believe that an inversion of 
the yield curve indicates an upcoming recession.

Yield curve inversion: 

-investors anticipate Interest 
rate cuts and recession

-buy long term government 
bonds

-Drives price up decreasing yield

-negative spread



Current Climate 

Spread => interest rate differential between bonds

US/China Trade war: US-China trade war still has n 
end in sight, and this is causing uncertainty in the 
US economy. 

Global slowdown

● US-China trade war: The trade war leads to 
uncertainty within the US economy. This could 
lead to further decreased consumer spending and 
increased saving- increasing demand for bonds.

● Global Economic Slowdown: With Germany in a 
recession, the UK unsure of its future trading 
position, and China suffering from Trump’s tariffs, 
the world is very risk averse at the moment. 
Therefore, demand for a safe haven, such as 
bonds, is high.



Forthcoming risks to US bonds

- Dovish monetary policy and trade war resolution will increase certainty, driving down price and push up 
10 year yield

- Opportunity cost - all investments carry opportunity costs. Investors may lose the opportunity to invest 
in other safe havens such as gold or JPY.

- Quantitative easing measures saw central banks buy government bonds (increasing demand for 
bonds, and hence the price) which drives down longer term yields, reducing the yield curves reliability 
as an indicator.

- Negative bond yields in EU and Japan forcing investors to the US artificially lowering long term treasury 
yields. 



Evaluation

● QE provides artificial price stimulation for 
bonds, reducing the reliability of the yield curve 
as an economic indicator. 

● 0 yielding debt will happen in a realistic time 
frame  

● Depends on the length of inversion, might be 
just an anomaly 



Conclusion 

 Buy 2 yr government bond (higher return) and 10yr government bond due to 
predicted escalation of US/ china trade war and global slowdown


